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Abstract
Aiming at an investigation of sound propagation through samples via freeze-casting, Al2O3

(corundum)/MgO (periclase) monoliths were fabricated and its sound absorption properties were investi-
gated. Using impedance tube testing, the acoustic surface impedances and absorption coefficients were
measured for the produced porous monoliths. To properly understand the influence of the obtained mi-
crostructural and mechanical characteristics on the noise reduction features of these samples, the Johson-
Champoux-Allard-Lafarge (JCAL) model parameters were estimated using inverse parameter identification
utilizing the obtained values for surface impedance. The Found JCAL parameters are then related to the
sample’s microstructure, which are analyzed using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Archimedes
principle. Results show discrepancies between the obtained acoustical properties and the evaluated mi-
crostructure.

1 Introduction

With noise control becoming increasingly important in the most diverse fields of application among engineer-
ing solutions, new specific, complex necessities and conditions arise that are to be fulfilled simultaneously
to the noise control specifications. Moreover, solutions for a specific problem that happen to tackle another
(or many others) difficulty associated with the project are always welcome.

One common path chosen for noise control in a wide range of applications is the use of porous sound ab-
sorbing materials, for instance polyurethane (PU) foams and fibrous materials. These materials, though,
are usually sensible to a variety of environmental circumstances, e.g. thermal shock, chemically aggressive
atmospheres and mechanical abrasion - hampering its possibility of successful and prolonged usage. Nev-
ertheless, porous materials not generally used for sound absorption such as metalic foams or macroporous
ceramics have been shown to have valuable properties including low density associated with decent mechan-
ical properties [1] [2], and have also been researched for sound absorption [3] [4] showing good results.

Focusing on macroporous ceramics, besides the vast amount of ceramics that may be used, there are different
methods for its fabrication [2]. These different routes and materials result in different pore morphologies and
porosities, consequently resulting in different sound absorption capabilities. Du et al. [5] used direct foaming
method to obtain highly porous (more than 80 %) silica ceramic foams reaching upwards of 0.8 absorption
coefficient for given raw material compositions, with mechanical strength and sound absorption characteris-
tics being dependent on such composition. Yan et al. [6] produced ZrC ceramics via evaporating solvent and
hot-pressing, developing a method that allowed porosity and pore size control, both characteristics that were
then correlated to the sound absorption characteristics. He et al. [7] studied porous ceramic previously pro-
duced via twice foaming coated with a graphene oxide/styrene- butadiene rubber composite. They obtained
an increase in the low frequency (200 Hz-800 Hz) sound absorption in relation to the uncoated samples, an
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improvement, according to the authors, probably related to the increased tortuosity, viscoelastic damping
and inter-layer dissipation brought by composite coating. Du et al, [8] prepared porous silica samples via
freeze-casting method, using TBA as solvent, controlling freezing temperature and solid content to obtain
different porosities and pore sizes. The acoustic characterization found that the smaller pore size resulted in
overall better absorption, the same for higher porosity.

Similarly, we produced Al2O3 (alumina)/MgO (Magnesium oxide) porous samples using the freeze-casting
method with camphene as solvent. The freeze-casting method allows for the controlled creation of open
connected porous structures for various different class materials, with different types of solvents, through the
freezing of the suspension [9] [10]. Solid concentration and speed of the moving freeze front are examples
of preponderant process parameters for the connectivity and geometry of the generated pores [11] [12]. Such
porous structures have numerous possible applications, one of which being the acoustic absorption [8] .
Camphene has been widely used for freeze-casting fabrication given that it can be frozen and sublimed at
room temperature [13] [14], avoiding the need for complex freezing process.

The samples were prepared using a determined concentration of the two solid components while maintain-
ing the solid content of the slurry. Acoustic properties are found using impedance tube testing and the
obtained surface impedance curves are used to obtain the structural parameters of the Johson-Champoux-
Allard-Lafarge (JCAL) model through curve fitting. The microstructural characteristics are also investigated
for the samples using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and their correlation to the JCAL parameters
is discussed.

2 Methodology

2.1 Freeze-Casting

The freeze-casting process consists on the preparation of a slurry containing the solid components of the
sample dispersed in a solvent. Such slurry is then frozen by an externally applied temperature gradient.
The nucleation of solid crystals generates a freezing front that pushes the solid content, creating a structure
consisting of connected solid solvent crystals with agglomerated solid content in between such crystals.
Then, the solvent is sublimated and the remaining structure, consisting of a replica of the solidified solvent,
is subsequently sintered [9].

For the monoliths production, the used starting powders were CT3000SG α-Al2O3 (99.8 wt %/ Almatis
Brazil) and Magnesium Oxide ( ≥ 99 % trace metals basis, -325 mesh, Sigma Aldrich). The used dispersant
was Texaphor 963 (Cognis, Southampton Hampshire, UK) and the solvent was camphene ( 95 wt% /Sigma
Aldrich). Initially, a solution containing camphene and Texaphor was prepared at 60◦ C inside a closed
vessel to keep the camphene loss due to evaporation to a minimum. After verifying full dissolution of
the dispersant in the solvent, alumina was added under vigorous stirring. Once the alumina powder was
sufficiently dispersed, maintaining the stirring, magnesia was added. To promote adequate dispersion of
both solid components in the solvent, the solution was kept under stirring for an additional 15 minutes after
the inclusion of both solid components.

After mixing, the suspension was poured inside a pre-heated PTFE mold on the top of a refrigerated copper
plate. The plate is U shaped and was partially immersed on liquid nitrogen to maintain its temperature. This
unidirectional cooling has been shown to propitiate a unidirectional solidification, promoting an alignment
of pore channels parallel to freezing front [15]. Following complete solidification, the slurry was demolded
and left resting for seven days in open air for the complete camphene sublimation. After the sublimation, the
green bodies were then sintered at 1300◦C for 2 hours, with a heating rate of 5◦C.

2.2 Acoustic impedance model

To model the acoustic properties of the ceramic samples, the semi phenomenological JCAL model was used.
Originally proposed to describe the complex equivalent fluid density of a rigid (motionless), isotropic porous
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material, the model proposed by Johnson et al. [16] was then complemented with the model by Champoux
and Allard [17] that further elaborated the equivalent bulk modulus dependence on frequency for the same
materials. Finally, Lafarge et al. [18] suggested changes to bulk modulus equation in order to correct lacking
description of low-frequency thermal phenomena in the previous models, leading to the JCAL model. A
complete description of the model may be found in [19].

The equations for the equivalent density and bulk modulus, both functions of sound frequency ω, are given
as:
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In equations 1 and 2, P0 is the atmosferic pressure, ρf is the saturating fluid density, γ is its specific heat
ratio, νf its kinematic viscosity and ν ′f is defined as νf/Pr, where Pr is the Prandtl number. In addition to
the saturating fluid properties, the JCAL model is based on 6 geometrical parameters of the porous medium,
specific to the pore morphology. These are the open porosity ϕ , the tortuosity α∞, static viscous permeability
k0, static thermal permeability k′0 and the viscous and thermal characteristic lengths Λ and Λ′, respectively.

From the equivalent fluid properties, its characteristic impedance Zc and the its complex wave number k are
obtained:

Zc =
√
(Keqρeq), (3)

k =
√
ω(ρeq/Keq). (4)

Finally, from equations 3 and 4 it is possible to determine the surface impedance of a sample with thickness
d:

Z = −i
Zc

ϕ
cotg(kd). (5)

Using the surface impedance of the sample, the reflection coefficient r of the sample is determined and the
sample acoustic absorption α can be acquired:

r(ω) =
Z(ω)− Zf

Z(ω) + Zf
, (6)

α = 1− |r|2. (7)

The geometrical parameters from the JCAL model are based on average pore morphology. They can be
measured directly with experimental techniques, as detailed and reported in [16] [17] [18] [19], or using
multiscale models that aim to recreate the pore characteristics using idealized Periodic Unit Cells (PUC) or
Representative Element Volumes (REV) based on the material structure and, via simulation and numerical
calculations, obtain approximate parameter values [20] [21] . Another possible approach is the inverse
characterization of the material, which is used in the present paper.

Inverse characterization is the estimation of the model parameters using an inverse problem/optimization
approach [22]. For this purpose, a suitable objective function based on one of a sample’s measured acoustic
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Figure 1: Acoustic characterization equipment

property (e.g. surface impedance [22] [23], reflection [24] or absorption coefficient [25]) is defined and
minimized. Once a convergence criterion for the minimization process is achieved, the parameters estimates
are obtained. The used objective function is:

R(a) = 0.5
∑

ω

|Zexp(ω)− Z(ω,a)|, (8)

where Zexp(ω) is the obtained experimental sample surface impedance at frequency ω, Z(ω,a) is the ob-
tained modeled surface impedance for the vector of model parameters a at the same frequency. Notice that
the objective function only uses data points obtained for different frequencies, without using other possible
setups that can increase the size of the dataset such as different air gaps [23] [26] or incidence angles [24],
simply due to equipment limitations.

There are different numerical optimization methods available for solution of the problem, many already
implemented in commercial or open-source packages. A version of the Levenberg-Marquardt [27] [28]
algorithm was implemented and the parametric version of the JCAL model presented in [23] was used as the
numerical surface impedance model for the samples.

2.3 Acoustic characterization

For the experimental acoustic characterization of the samples, the BWSA SW466 impedance tubes were
used, consisting of two tubes of different internal diameter: one with 30 mm and another with 60 mm internal
diameter. The smaller tube is used for higher frequencies, with a range of 1000-6300 Hz, while the larger
yields results for lower frequencies from 100 Hz - 2500 Hz. A MC3242 data acquisition board coupled to the
PA 50 amplifier and two microphones were used. Additionally, the employed VA-Lab4 software generates
the signal for the sound source and also gives the acquired results for acoustic impedance, absorption and
reflection coefficients, based on transfer function method described in ISO 10534:2. Figure 1 shows the
impedance tube setup.

The production of � = 60 mm samples using the freeze-casting method is very resource demanding con-
sidering the amount of suspension necessary to fill the mold for such samples. Moreover, recreating the
freezing step parameters of a � = 30 mm sample for a � = 60 mm sample would be very difficult given
the difference in temperature distribution on the cold plate due to the different base area of the molds and
also the amount of slurry being solidified, among other factors. The confection of both kinds of samples
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Figure 2: The acoustic absorption coefficient of the sample

using this method then would likely result in samples with, in addition to different diameters, different pore
morphologies and thus different acoustic properties.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Inverse Characterization of the Monolith

Two samples were produced with initial concentrations shown in Table 1. During sintering phase, one of
the final samples cracked, likely due to temperature gradient during cooling, and could not be reliably used
for characterization. Then, the following results show the characteristics of the extracted sample, that was
sanded to fit the � = 30 mm sample holder and had h = 20 mm height. The experimentally obtained
acoustic absorption coefficient α of the sample is shown in Figure 2. It can be observed that the absorption
curve is not smooth, with a pronounced α = 0.78 absorption peak around 1700 Hz and low absorption for
the rest of the evaluated frequencies.

Table 1: Fabrication specifications of the characterized sample

Solvent concentration Solid Concentration Dispersant concentration
80 vol% Camphene/ 20 vol% solid 72 wt% Al2O3/28 wt% MgO 2 wt% solid mass

Inverse characterization of the sample following the JCAL model was performed using the obtained sur-
face impedance given by the VALab software based on the atmospheric conditions and obtained specific
impedance ratio. The used scaling frequencies required by the used parametric equations proposed in [23]
were f∗ = 1200 Hz and f

′
∗ = 3000 Hz. The real and imaginary parts of the acquired surface impedance

ratio to the air impedance and the final fits of the inverse characterization are shown in Figure 3.

It can be seen from both Fig. 3a and 3b that the surface impedance ratio values are very high compared to
other sound absorbing materials (e.g. those evaluated in [22] and [23]). Such high impedance values were
detrimental to the solution of the inverse characterization algorithm, often resulting in local minimum values
of the objective function, inconsistent parameter values (e.g. negative values or λ > λ

′
) and overall excessive

sensibility to initial guests. These hindrances may be partially explained by the used Levenberg-Marquardt
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: The real and imaginary parts of the obtained sample surface impedance

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Contour plots of the real and imaginary parts of the impedance ratio.

algorithm limitations and inherent behavior, for instance the impossibility of establishing parameter upper or
lower boundaries.

Given these high acoustic impedances, a brief investigation was conducted on the reason for such observed
values in an attempt to improve the parameter inversion. It was found that this measured impedances
were signaling a low porosity, as shown by the contour plots in Figure 4 which present the impedance
ratios varying as function of the open porosity with all other parameters kept constant with values k0 =
9, 005e−11,k

′
0 = 9e−8,λ = 6, 7e−5,λ

′
= 1, 3e−3 and α∞ = 3.

The initial parameter values guesses were then modified to have a low porosity value. Although better
results were obtained, the obtained parameters were still either incoherent or were not an appropriate fit of
the curves. Finally, by using the available interactive JCAL model plotter available in [29], the initial guesses
were improved and finally coherent and good fits were obtained, with final obtained parameter values shown
in Table 2.

3.2 Material characterization

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were obtained to verify the pore morphology resulting from the
freeze-casting process. These images were taken from a cleaved sample, around the central (mid height and
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Table 2: Sample‘s numerically found acoustic properties.

sample ϕ α∞ λ (m) λp (m) k0 (m2) k
′
0 (m2)

72 wt% Al2O3/28 wt% MgO 0,1819 2,8964 6,752e-5 1,3232e-3 7,2971e-10 9,4139e-8

Figure 5: SEM image of the sample porous structure

mid radius) region of the cleaved surface. Unfortunately, due to limitations in equipment and mishandling
of the sample, additional better quality images of the sample were not obtained. Figure 5 shows the surface
image of one of the samples.

Interconnected, elongated aligned pores can be seen from the image, showing that the unidirectional freezing
had effect in promoting such structure. The pores can be said to have the shape of non-uniform cylinders, with
irregular windows that may connect to other cylindrical pores. It is in general, a highly irregular structure,
in spite of the observed aligment of the pores. The lack of additional quality images prevents the analysis
of an average pore/window size, although it can be seen that the average pore width is around 50 µm, thus
rendering the found λ

′
value to be around 40 times higher than the pore radius ≈ 2λ

′
estimation.

Besides SEM, Archimedes principle was used to obtain an estimate of the open porosity of the sample. The
calculated open porosity was found to be 63,79 %, contrasting radically to the found acoustic porosity. Such
discrepancy can have various explanations. One possibility is the graded porosity of samples made via freeze-
casting reported in studies with solvent, starting powders and freezing conditions very similar to those used
in the present paper [30] (and also others not so similar [31]), in which the top and bottom of the samples
have a dense layer due to the suspension quickly freezing in these regions - this dense layer may hamper
the propagation of sound through the studied sample, if present. Also relating to the characteristic lengths,
further thorough imaging of different sample regions is necessary to investigate the acoustical parameters
associated with the structure (check for the approximate dimensions of pore channels and windows) and also
to verify the consistency of this structure through the sample height and radius.
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4 Conclusion

A study of the sound absorption performance of a porous Al2O3/MgO sample fabricated via freeze-casting
was conducted using impedance tube testing and inverse parameter fitting of the obtained surface impedance
to the JCAL sound propagation model. Microstructure analysis was also conducted on the sample using
Scanning Electron Microscopy and Archimedes principle. The obtained acoustical parameters showed dis-
crepancies with the observed microstructure properties. Further investigation on the correlation of the mi-
crostructure of samples produced via freeze-casting and their sound absorption is necessary, including a
analysis of the porosity throughout the height and radius of the sample.
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